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We are excited about future challenges and committed to providing professional and relevant representation for our

members and other partner organisations around the country. We are looking forward to building better links to

government and to providing a solid and stable bridge between language speakers and workers, and policy makers.

We are encouraged by the recent announcement of a National Languages Policy and would like to thank everyone

who worked to make this happen. We were, however, disappointed that we were not approached to take a more

robust role in the consultation process that informed the policy. Our board represent the range of Indigenous

peoples across the country and are well placed to listen carefully to issues on the ground and convey any

suggestions and concerns on to government. We look forward to a more constructive role in the future; one that

reflects our national membership and the long association we have had with community language centres and

regional policy development.

Our National Languages Forum is in Deveport, Tasmania from the 28th to the 29th of Novermber. We are really

excited about this event and hope that you will attend and share your experiences with us. More than ever we want

to inspire and support everyone whose is working with us to save our languages.
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National Update

• Opposition to the deeply unpopular NT government

policy to dismantle bilingual education in remote

schools remains strong. Elders from all over the NT

continue to plead with the government to listen to

them. “Language comes from within, it’s alive, we

are still living, we are not dead yet” said Gulumbu

Yunupingu to 4 Corners reporter Debbie Whitmont on

the ‘Returning to Lajamanu’ program in September. On

the same program Djuwalpi Marika, Chairman of the

Yirrkala School Council, said that they would ignore

any government direction to cease bilingual learning.

People are rightfully angry at this attack on their basic

rights to teach and learn in their own language.

For more information about the struggle against this

policy visit the ‘Friends of Bilingual Education’ at

groups.google.com.au/group/foblmail, or check out

some of the excellent papers presented at the recent

AIATSIS Research Symposium at www.aiatsis.gov.au/

research/symposia.html.

• Following some persistent lobbying, the federal

government has finally created a National Indigenous

Languages Policy. For the first time there will be a

coordinated approach whereby DEWHA, DEEWR and

FACHSIA will all work together to address language

loss and promote education and language development.

For a list of the key focus areas of the policy go to arts.

gov.au/indigenous/languages_policy. Importantly, this

policy signals a clear acknowledgement that Indigenous

languages are at the core of Indigenous culture and

wellbeing.



‘Colonising Species’, Linocut, 		

Kevin Gilbert, 1968, courtesy 			

of Eleanor Williams-Gilbert



• Australia finally has its first professionally accredited

Indigenous Interpreters. On the 23rd of June Natasha

Pozzana, Yingiya Guyula and James Gaykamangu

attended a ceremony at Parliament House in Darwin

to accept their National Accreditation Authority for

Translators and Interpreters (NATI) accreditation

certificates. They are now qualified to work in the

Djambarrpuyngu language of East Arnhem Land.

Training and certification costs were covered by the

Rotary Club of Melbourne although the attending

Minister for Local Government in the NT Rob Knight

said his government was “committed to serving all

Territorians, and the Aboriginal Interpreter Service”.



• “So excited that I am telling everyone I can think of”

was Lynnette Solomon-Dent, when she heard the news

that the Victorian Curriculum Assessment Authority

(VCAA) had accepted Gunnai, the Aboriginal

language of Gippsland in south-east Victoria, into the

state education curriculum. After 20 years of teaching

Gunnai, 2 years writing curriculum documentation

and 1 year of state-wide community consultations,

it had finally happened; “my Granddaughters were

always asking me how come they have to do French

when they wanted to do Gunnai, and now I will work

with Rosedale Primary so they can learn their own

language”. And anyone else in Victoria can learn

Gunnai too: the language is now formally part of the

LOTE (Language other than English) learning area,

and although there is much work to be done training

teachers and developing teaching tools. For more

information please contact the Victorian Aboriginal

Corporation for Languages through vaclang.org.au



• Peter Allen’s hit and Qantas theme song ‘I Still

Call Australia Home’ has been given an Indigenous

makeover in the new Qantas TV ad: it is sung in Kala

Lagaw Ya, the language of Mabuiag and other Western

and Central Torres Strait islands; Ngoey rangadhau

lag ubika udaigi I travel from home with this feeling

of being free, Goeyga mul kalanu uzari the sun is

over the water as I leave it behind, Ngau ngannakap

ina ukar sikau kuthanu my heart lies waiting over

the foam, Ngau inab lag Australia mudh my home is

Australia.

Permission to use the language was granted by Adhi

Dimple Bani, a chief of the Wagadagam tribe on

Mabuiag Island, who are custodians of the dialect.

Kala Lagaw Ya is one of the healthier Indigenous

languages in Australia with between 3000 and 4000

speakers. Go to wikipedia.org/wiki/Kala_Lagaw_Ya

for an extensive overview.



Lets hope so. Yolgnu language speakers are currently

double the number of any other language in the NT, yet

interpreting services are dismal. Some para-professional

interpreters services for the Darwin hospital and the

courts do exist but for many people for whom English

is a 2nd, 3rd or 4th language it’s nearly impossible to

navigate essential services like the banks, Centrelink,

Telstra, Australia Post, the Tax Department, and

even FACHSIA itself, that don’t have an Indigenous

language option. NT academic John Greatorex is blunt,

“how can people engage with western society if you

can’t even talk to the person on the other end of the

telephone”. Things may improve in the future. The

federal government’s new National Languages Policy

does outline a long overdue but significant number of

areas in which it will seek to strengthen and develop

interpreting services and opportunities for accredited

training.



Yingia Guyula



‘Torres Strait Islands’, ink sketch, Ron Edwards, courtesy of Anne Edwards and Ramskull Press
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Young Indigenous Writers Initiative



Masterclass



FATSIL and the Campbelltown Arts Centre ran a Young Indigenous Writers workshop in July. Alexis Wright

was guest mentor and Djon Mundine (as always) provided inspiration, elegance and easy hospitality. For more

information about FATSIL’s Young Writers Initiative please contact admin@fatsil.org.au.

First you have to close your eyes. 				

Go on...there, now. Open your ears...can you hear it? 	

That river? Flowing over and through you? 		

Feel yourself rise and fall with every ripple, that’s 	

it...float, float away - down river.

Now.							

I’m gunna tell you something special. 			

Feel that water flowing? See it bend and twist and 	

yarn with that bank? 					

Well there’s more...

Dear Chris,

I wanted to tell you how proud I felt to work with

Baressa, Ada, Jack and Nardi. I think they are

exceptional young people and they all have the capacity

to achieve any goal that they wanted to set themselves

in the future. It was simply amazing how they applied

themselves to the workshop and were able to write such

brilliant stories on the spot, and then, they simply got

up and read their pieces in a public forum the following

day. That was truly something. 			



There is another river inside that one, with its own

course and its own flow. It runs through rock and

through air, as high as the stars or as deep as the core

of this land. You see, this river inside our river is the

highway that Burrul Maadha travels. It takes him

wherever he wants. If he needs to go to that Cuddy bora,

it flows through air to that very place. If he’s gotta go

check that cheeky laughing star, he can swim that way,

up to it. If he gotta pull someone into line, or fix up

something or lay down the lore, he takes that highway

river, straight to the place. No matter where or how, it

takes him. Yeah, giirru, true!



Alexis Wright, Miles Franklin Award Winner, 2007

TOP Alexis Wright



BOTTOM Baressa Fraser



You know that dhaadhaa goodoo, old grandfather cod?

That’s him. He goes that way, in that river inside a river.

Sometimes, when he feels like it, he’s a cod, sometimes a

croc, other times that kangaroo or eagle that follows and

watches. Whatever he wants, he does and we don’t mess

with him cause he’s the boss.



TOP Jack Buckskin BOTTOM Ada Hanson



Lot of mob have seen him too, but out of the corner of

their eye or in a dream or something. Minmin, plains

dog, spiritman, that’s him. He has a good old laugh

at us blackfullas when we jump, or run away or piss

ourselves. He reckons we’re real windy. He laughs at us

being scared but he’s just movin round, watching, caring,

guiding us all the time. That’s all.



Nardi Simpson

For more information about the Young Indigenous Writers Initiative contact FATSIL at admin@fatsil.org.au
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Yirrganydji



Kurtjar



Ian Waldron



My mother speaks Kurtjar. Her name is Clarine. She

was born near Normanton, in the Gulf country between

Currumbin and Mitchell River. We don’t speak about it

much, but I know that it was hard for her when she was

growing up. Language was forbidden back then, and you

could be beaten for speaking lingo.

We spoke English at home. We knew some Kurtjar words

though and I reckon I can understand even more. But I

can’t speak my language properly. And that hurts. It was

supposed to be mine. It unlocks the Kurtjar world and

connects us to the stars and the rivers and everything. It

came out of that country near Normanton. Just like we did.

Now we live on the Atherton Tablelands. Mum comes

around and looks at my paintings and we talk about the

language words I’ve painted on the canvass. She says, ‘this

is the word in our language’, and then she says the word

out loud. But I can see it already, and I paint it. Yuaarr,

Bloodwood Tree, totem of the Kurtjar. It stands tall and

upright and strong. Just like mum, and just like me.

Clarine Waldron



“If you were caught speaking language, you were

dressed in a rations sack, had your head shaved and

locked in the dormitory” said Yirrganydji Elder Patsy

Fourmile at a recent language revival workshop in

Cairns. Sadly these brutal methods to crush Indigenous

culture were largely effective. The language of

Yirrganydji was mostly killed off at Yarrabah, the old

Aboriginal mission outside of Cairns, with the last

fluent speakers passing away in the early 1970’s.

Now Yirrganydji is being revitalized. On the 24th and

25th of October a big mob of Yirrganydji gathered at

the North Queensland Regional Aboriginal Corporation

Language Centre (NQRACL) to learn words and

phrases in their language. Gavin Singleton, a 20 year

old who has inspired his family and the community

with his drive to learn the language, led the exercises as

kids, adults and Elders alike recited the old words and

spoke together again. “He’s real good too” says Patsy,

“he’s teaching them young kids what we missed out on,

and I wish more and more people will take an interest”.

Judging by the success of the weekend there’s sure to be

more Yirrganydji speaking in the future.



BOTTOM Jack Buckskin



Wunderkammer

Jack Buckskin has got a great new tool to help him

teach the Kaurna language from South Australia: a

complete Kaurna dictionary on his mobile phone. To

find the Kaurna equivalent for an English word, or vice

versa, he just punches through a few options on the

keypad, and there it is, complete with pictures and an

option to hear the correct pronunciation. Life’s good!



‘The Promised Land’, acrylic on

canvas board, Ian Waldron, 2007



Ian Waldron



TOP Patsy Fourmile



Kasey Singleton



This technology is called ‘Wunderkammer’ and has

been developed by James McElvenny and Aidan Wilson

at the University of Sydney through the ‘Project for

Free Electronic Dictionaries’. And it’s free. Just go to

www.pfed.info, read the instructions and download the

software. If you have any difficulties you can email

James, “the big thing at the moment is getting people to

use the software, see what they can do with it, and come

up with things they would like us to improve”. Jack’s

already been roadtesting Wunderkammer, and says it

“makes learning a lot easier, especially when you are

unsure of a word in kaurna - you can just check it, it’s

the future of learning”.



For more information about Wunderkammer go to pfed.info/wksite
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Yanyuwa Weather Diagram, John Bradley



li-Anthawirriyarra



John Bradley



Yamulu, marnijingarna jarna-barlirranji Yanyuwa

wuka, jarna-wunkanyinji marda, li-wankala libardibardi baki li-malbu kanlu-ngunda ngatha jakarda

barra wuka, ngayamantharra li-kularrkularr jalini

li-lhungku, nalarrku kalinymaba-mirra wiji warriya

li-luku marningarna munanga Yanyuwangala jiwini

mulungka ngathangka- OK here I am writing Yanyuwa

words, I can also talk this language, the old people,

the old men and women have given me many words,

now there are only a few of them alive, so many have

died the poor things, I am here a white man talking

Yanyuwa, these words sit in my mouth.

As a white person working with the Yanyuwa people

of the south west Gulf of Carpentaria I feel I have been

blessed with amazing experiences and amazing teachers

and mentors. Thirty years ago I went to Borroloola to

teach kids in the primary school, those kids are now

adults, they all have their own families and some of

them are no longer with us. Working at Borroloola in

those days I got interested in the language, and the old

people were more than happy to teach me, and what a

journey it has been. A language with 16 noun classes,

a language that has separate ways of speaking for

men and women, a language that has special ways of



speaking depending whether you are on the mainland

or on the islands and sea. However, the more I think

about the language over the years, the hardest thing to

write about or explain is how the language seems to

belong in the land and sea, it is as if it rises up out of

the Yanyuwa country. It belongs.

Yanyuwa people are “saltwater people” liAnthawirriyarra, those people whose spiritual origins

come from the sea, the old ladies at Borroloola

composed a song about this and they still sing it.

Marnaji ngambala					

li-Anthawirriyarra				

layirli-nganji waliwaliyangka

We are the people					

Whose spirits are from the sea				

We are the people who are kin to the island country

(Composed by Dinah Norman, Annie Karrakayny and

Eileen McDinny 1992)



Illustrations by Brent McKee, Chnadara Ung and Tom Chandler and Yanyuwa li-wirdiwalangu (the elders)
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Today only the old people are speaking Yanyuwa all the

time, a lot of other people can hear it but they do not

speak it. The old people have been really worried about

this and I have worked with them now for 30 years

trying to work out ways to get younger people interested

in Yanyuwa language and culture. We are still working

on the Yanyuwa encyclopedia dictionary and it is getting

bigger and bigger as the old people think of more things

to put in it. We have made two films which have won

awards. In 1988 Buwarrala Akarriya (Journey East) was

made which is a film about walking back into country

that no one had visited since just after the second world

war. And in 1992 we made ka-Wayawayama (Aeroplane

Dance), which is about Yanyuwa and Garrwa people

searching for a crashed Liberator Bomber during the

Second World War. With the old people we have also

made an atlas of Yanyuwa country so that the young

people can read and understand the Law of their

country.

Now we are working on some animations, trying to get

the young people to sit down and watch stories from

their country and to hear the language of their old

people and their country. We have made five already.



One of the first stories we animated was the Crow and

the Chicken Hawk, which is about why people have fire

and water. Everyone thinks they know a lot about fire

and water but Yanyuwa has so many different words

for these things. Buyuka is fire, a word anyone can

hear and use, but if you are speaking to you sister or

your female cousin or you brother-in-law you have to

say wumayangka, and then if you out on the islands

you have to say bujibuji. Wabuda is water, but if you

speak to those same relatives mentioned above you have

to say ngalulu and if you are on the islands the fresh

water from the springs is called ngayulu, so speaking

Yanyuwa even about common things always keep you on

your toes.

With the old people we are hoping to work on more

animation so that we can get the young people

interested in the stories the old people have. Already the

young people are telling us they are really enjoying the

animations and they are telling each other the stories.

Some of them are even trying to use they Yanyuwa

language they hear on the animations.



For more information about Yanyuwa contact John.Bradley@arts.monash.edu.au
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Bilingual Education in the NT



AIATSIS Symposium



Back in June, the Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies hosted a research

symposium called ‘Bilingual Education in the Northern Territory: Principles, Policy and Practice’. Here are two

of the papers that were presented: ‘Nganimpa-nyangu kurdu-kurdu, nganimpa-nyangu Warlpiri Our children, our

Warlpiri (language)’ by Connie Nungarrayi Walit and ‘Dharktja Dhuwala Djambulu Maypa. My language has

layers and layers of meaning’ by Rarriwuy Marika &amp; Dhalulu Ganambar-Stubbs.

I was born around Catfish between Wave Hill and

Hooker Creek. Then they made a mission at Yuendumu

and we settled down here. I did all my schooling at

Yuendumu. There was no bilingual program then. I was

working as an Assistant Teacher when the bilingual

program started in 1974. We Warlpiri Assistant

Teachers all learned to read and write Warlpiri. We

each had our own class up to year 4. After that I

became a literacy worker, collecting and transcribing

stories.

When I was born my father and his three wives

travelled around by foot in those days. Then they

moved all the people from Tanami area and Mt Doreen

to Yuendumu, two groups, Ngaliya and Wanayarrka

Warlpiri. Then they took half the people to Lajamanu.

These communities are not really on Warlpiri land.

We should have had a community at Pikilyi (Vaughn

Springs station).

Some changes were good like the outstation movement,

bilingual education, Remote Area Teacher training,

but one by one they take these good things away. Now

I work in health, which also has problems but we work

together with WYN health to make improvements.

Over the years I have supported the struggle to keep

bilingual education going because I have worked in

it and seen it working well. I have written letters to

politicians and newspapers, talked on the internet and

for TV. I feel very strongly that the school should work

with the families to keep our Warlpiri language strong

so the communication between old and young people is

not broken.

Many things of our old culture have been lost and taken

away from us. We have some stories and ceremonies,

we go hunting sometimes but its not so much our

everyday life now. The one thing we have left from our

parents and grandparents which is really our own is our

language, Warlpiri. This is the last thing we have left to

pass on to our children and grandchildren.

Connie Nungarrayi Walit
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Garma is a metaphor for the meeting of waters;

saltwater rushes in from the sea to meet and mingle

with freshwater from the land, with its powerful

currents underneath and brackish water. The Elders

took the name Garma so they could also implement

these ideas into the school through strong yolgnu and

ngapaki teaching and learning – because dharuktja

dhuwala djambulu maypa, language has many layers of

meaning. Its like the barrukala paperbark tree, thin and

packed like filo pastry.

With this barrukala we cook something that is hard,

the most poisonous thing, the most dangerous and the

smelliest bread in the world. We leach out the seed first

before the bread is cooked by putting it in brackish

water. When the bubbles rise it shows us the poison is

being released. This is part of the process for making

cycade bread ngathu – every step has to be carefully

undertaken.

Garma means that everything has to be taken seriously

if the children are going to learn properly at every

step of the process. Understood properly and followed

properly in the west this is sometimes called ‘total

quality management’. We Yolgnu have a concern for

quality that is just as profound.

About this time the name galtha was given to us. It

describes the moment where an idea is given life and a

process started, the very moment when people decide

to do something together that is important, a moment

of decision. For example, two people may meet and one

of them can say ‘it’s about time that dhapi circumcision

was arranged for my son’. The other person agrees

and that moment, galtha, is the starting point of an

important community activity. Nothing can be seen but

something has changed.

In the 1980’s we used to take the children for galtha

workshops so that stories could be told about the land

whilst being on the land. We wanted the children to see

how they were connected to each other and the land.

Since then the way of showing galtha has changed

although we still learn about Yolgnu pedagogy.

Rarriwuy Marika &amp; Dhalulu Ganambar-Stubbs



For more information go to aiatsis.gov.au/research/symposia.html
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